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have introduced sorne common law principles into the latter
court.

In conclusion, there remains the necessity of reconeiling, if
eossible, the deciuions of the nineteenth certury with the corn-

mon law of the thirteenth. The prohibitions and limitations
imposed ou the exercise of the riglit of recaption which are such
a charaeteristic feature of the late Anglo-Saxon and early
Norman periods were gradually relaxed in the course of the
fourteenth and flfteenth centuries, and during the succeeding
three hundred years they would seem to have been stili further
neglected, though the question appears but rarely to have corne
Up for decision in our higher courts. When recaption finally
mnade its appearance in the course of the nineteenth century,
it did so releaaed from ail the restrictions of former tinies, and
it is suggested that just as the curtailment of the righit ivas
rendered necessary in early times by tlic inability of the law to
regulate extra-judicial remedies, so the release of the right
f rom ail these limitations in the nineteenth century was due to

the reliance which it was feit could be placed in mnodern ti-mes
on the legal machinery of our eourts and the power of the
executive as represented by the police, to whoin thie maintenance
of the public peace mighit safely be entrusted,
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The author', tirst treatise was on the law of partnership in- :~
cludîng its application to companies. This was in 1860. The
mattor in the first volume with large additional matter was in
1888 divided into two books, the law of partnership and the law
of eompanies. Consîderable additions were made in the sixth


